Evidence-Based Medicine: Boom or Bust in Orthopaedic Trauma?
In 2018, the Orthopaedic Trauma Association sponsored a symposium titled "Is Evidence-Based Medicine Hurting or Helping Us-What Should We Change?" The talks that were presented at this symposium form the basis for this paper, which we hope will encourage discussion within the orthopaedic community regarding the role that evidence-based medicine (EBM) should have in decision-making pathways for improved patient care. In discussing the impact of EBM on clinical decisions, it is worth considering whether EBM should or can change how we practice. The underlying theory of EBM is that scientifically garnered evidence should determine the best options for a given diagnosis and provide a rationale for a given treatment using Level-I evidence as generated by randomized controlled trials (RCTs). In at least 2 prior studies, there is lack of evidence that EBM has changed the practices of practicing surgeons.